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LOLA in Black  Hello, Lola. Enter autumn confidently in these authoritative platform pumps. All leather 
with an assertive buckle and loafer-inspired toe detail—Lola balances beauty with business in a perfect way. 
$355

Lola



MICHELLE The definition of a must-have—without Michelle, your fall wardrobe will certainly be left 
wanting. 100% leather and perfected with a golden logo on the toe, it’s not hard to see why this style is one 
of Dee’s personal favorites. $295 

Michelle



PAIGE in Orange  Low heel doesn’t always mean low-profile. Stand out in Paige—the way its sling back 
and ankle wrap create a compelling contrast with the lower heel feels unstoppable. 100% Nappa leather 
makes it even harder to say “no” to this stunning style. $285    

Paige
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Samantha

SAMANTHA in Tan Suede  Give autumn an ultimatum. An effortlessly chic profile of 100% leather, 
leveled-up with a gold-buckle ankle strap—Samantha is the high-shaft boot worn by women who know 
what they want. $645  



BETHANY  A boot built for visionaries. With a look that’s decidedly conspicuous, Bethany unites a 
slouchy fit, a confident profile, and an architectural heel shape into one dazzling design. Don’t just make 
plans, make statements. $595

Bethany



MEL The heel of the fearless—zip into Mel and feel the immediate confidence boost. This elegant 100% 
leather boot is truly brought to life by the captivating decorative logo belt detail. It’s obvious: Mel is a brave 
design for brave women. $495

Mel



Gina Brigitte

BRIGITTE in Black  Dee gave her best-selling platform the Nappa leather treatment. Brigitte is back and 
bolder than ever, ready for an autumn with no compromises. As soon as you fasten the ankle strap, you’ll 
know—this will be a season to remember. $325

GINA in Black Spark something new this autumn. Gina is the heel that lets you assert your value in a 
fresh way with a compelling, yet comfortable lace-up ankle. Totally velvet and illuminated by its rhinestone 
bow detail, Gina will make you magnetic.  $295    



 BOW in Purple Velvet  An “instant classic” at its best. The Bow stiletto seems somehow entirely new 
and entirely familiar—nailing fall fashion energy. Available in satin and velvet with a refractive encrusted 
bow on the toe, every step you take in this heel will feel inspired.  $295 

Bow



Brenda

BRENDA in Orange  This autumn, bring sexy back. Introducing Brenda, the most breathtaking stiletto 
you’ll see this season. With provocative mesh, a lacy ankle wrap enclosure and an ever-so-subtle embellished 
detail, Brenda will stay hot well into the fall. $275



FLUTTER in Biscotti Feel your heart skip a beat? Flutter can do that, and not just to you. This 100% 
Nappa leather heel bursts into every event—day or night. Style with jeans or dress Flutter up for cocktail 
hour. Either way, the gold toe says you go in one direction: forward. $295 

Flutter



Pretty

PRETTY  Laid back, but fashion forward. The Pretty flat turns a timeless silhouette into something more, 
elevating velvet by simply letting it speak for itself. The encrusted bow embellishment sums up the statement 
you’ll make wearing Pretty. $255



Rita

RITA Embrace adventure. Rita was designed to be a heel that lets you embody the unexpected. This sleek 
stiletto is sparkling net mesh with a square toe and an ankle enclosure. Viewed from any angle, Rita says it’s 
OK to show off sometimes.. $285
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BALLERINA Dance onto the scene in Dee’s Ballerina flat. Arabesques of glitter textile with a glistening encrusted  
logo make for a sure-footed, yet inspired look. If you want to find your rhythm anew this autumn, Ballerina is the  
shoe for you. $255


